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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in telemetry have resulted in an increased variety of data sources. As
a result, data streams are incorporating such complexities as embedded asynchronous data
streams, packets, and multiple formats. These data streams must be acquired and
processed in real-time by telemetry ground stations. Most modern telemetry systems use a
distributed architecture to accomplish these complex decommutation and preprocessing
tasks. It is usually desirable to verify the data base setup and functional operation of the
system before critical tests, as well as during test development. Most of the telemetry
simulator products available today can do only a very limited simulation of the incoming
data stream. This often fails to exercise many key components of the system. A new
product will be described which can simulate a data stream with multiple formats,
embedded asynchronous data streams, unlimited special words, and other useful functions.
This product will enable the user to perform a more complete test of all of the components
of the telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

Recent generations of spacecraft and other vehicles require increasingly complicated
telemetry systems to gather and process the wide variety of data necessary for
development and operation. The IRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group) PCM (pulse
code modulation) standards have always allowed users to acquire data in a fixed channel
format. The time-division multiplexing schemes employed by the IRIG standards are
usually adequate for the traditional types of telemetry data (velocity, pressure, and
temperature transducers, discretes, etc.). However, other sources of data, such as computer
memories and buses, subsystems (guidance, weapons control, experiments), MIL-STD-
1553 buses, etc., are appearing on test vehicles. These data sources often require more
flexibility from the telemetry system due to their asynchronous nature. The ability to
dynamically change data sources as a test or mission progresses is also becoming
important.



TYPICAL DATA STREAMS

In order to economically acquire a wide variety of data sources, a telemetry data stream
may include one or more substructures within the usual fixed channel format. These
substructures are: embedded asynchronous data streams for the independent subsystems;
packet sequences for computer memory dumps and other variable length data sources; and,
sub-subframes for low rate transducers and discretes. Major frame and embedded stream
format switching is often used to dynamically vary which data is available to the user.
Format switching can be based on time into a test, or triggered by a significant event. This
allows the user to acquire many more parameters throughout the test while reducing the
bandwidth requirements for the entire system at any given moment.

TELEMETRY GROUND STATION

Figure 1 shows a typical telemetry ground station (the System 500). The system consists of
one or more chassis containing: PCM acquisition sets (bit synchronizer, multiformat
decommutator); an IRIG time generator/decoder; bit-slice data compressors and FPPs
(field-programmable processors) for preprocessing of the incoming data, and for
embedded stream and sub-subframe decommutation; analog and digital output ports;
optional acquisition modules for merging analog or discrete data with the PCM data;
optional MIL-STD-1553 bus acquisition sets; and, various system overhead modules (bus
interfaces, system microprocessors, Ethernet processors, etc.). Other modules are available
to transfer real-time data to digital tape drives or hard disks. Direct memory access
controllers can be used to transfer data between the system and a host computer. Graphics
workstations are used for data base management, system setup and control, and data
display. Each chassis has a microprocessor bus for setup and control, and a multiplexed
data bus (called the MUXbus) for real-time data transfer. The chassis and workstations are
interconnected via Ethernet for control, and the MUXnet for data.

SIMULATOR FEATURES

Most telemetry ground stations have many capabilities that would simply overwhelm most
of the simulators currently available. To solve this problem, a new simulator product has
been developed, the HSMX Dynamic Simulator. It is available both as a module set for
integral use in the System 500 (or in the stand-alone ADS 100). In addition, it may be
made available in a stand-alone chassis for independent operation. The key features of the
HSMX Dynamic Simulator are:

o bit rates from 10 bits to 20 megabits per second

o PCM or PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) operation



o all standard IRIG and other popular data codes

o large major frames up to 262,144 words

o up to sixteen formats, dynamically switchable on minor frame or major frame
boundaries

o dynamic format and data updates without interrupting the data stream

o up to eight independent function generators for waveforms or counters, plus
additional counters for subframe and sub-subframe synchronization

o parity bit and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) word generation

o up to eight embedded asynchronous data streams

o up to eight sub-subframes

o up to eight packets sequences

o up to 262,144 16-bit words of memory used as a CVT (current value table) for
MUXbus data or other data transferred from a processor or host computer

o an 8-bit analog input port and a 16-bit digital input port

SIMULATOR USER INTERFACE

The simulator user interface is extremely friendly and powerful. Programming and setup is
accomplished through an advanced, menu-driven, self-prompting series of commands and
page displays. Command entry is assisted by an anticipation mechanism which attempts to
complete the command with a minimum of key strokes. Page programming is simplified
via the use of cursor keys and the “next” key, which allows the user to quickly see the
complete library of allowable entries for many fields. Programmable function keys are also
available to automate command sequences and data entry operations. All data base and
module setup information can be saved for later use.

SIMULATOR DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the simulator is shown in figure 2. The format RAM (random access
memory) arrays form the heart of the simulator. One 262,144 X 16-bit array holds the data
value for every possible word in all formats. This approach allows unique data to be



inserted in any location in a major frame. A second 262,144 X 11-bit array holds the
corresponding control information for each data word. This control information consists of:
four bits for word width; two bits for parity bit generation enable and type (odd or even);
one bit for CRC calculation enable; and, four bits for the data source. The available data
sources are: the format data RAM, the CVT/FX (current value table/function) RAM, an
analog input port, a digital input port, or the CRC result. When the data source is the
CVT/FX RAM, the format data RAM holds the base address for accessing the CVT/FX
RAM. This allows unlimited flexibility in mapping function data, or parameters from the
system real-time multiplexed data bus, into locations in a major frame.

A word counter generates the address for the format RAM arrays. This address is summed
with the format number from the format switching logic. A state machine uses the data at
the resulting format control RAM location to determine the data source and to control the
word counter. The appropriate data is loaded by the state machine into the output FIFOs
(first-in-first-out memories). The parallel data is then unloaded from the FIFOs and
serialized; a parity bit is added (if enabled); the CRC calculation is updated (if enabled);
the data is randomized (if enabled); and, finally, the data is converted from NRZ-L (non-
return-to-zero-level) to the selected output code and made available to the rear panel.

A 262,144 X 16-bit array is used for the CVT/FX RAM. All major frame substructures
(embedded streams, packet sequences, and sub-subframes) are treated as functions and
stored in the CVT/FX RAM along with the waveform and count functions. Two additional
CVT/FX RAM locations are used by an associated state machine to maintain a pointer to
each function’s current value.

The format data and control RAMs have arbitration circuitry to allow data to be read or
written from the microprocessor bus without interrupting the data stream. The CVT/FX
RAM has similar circuitry, which also arbitrates MUXbus data transfers to the CVT/FX
RAM and data transfers to the output FIFOs.

There are three clock sources: an internal, 28-bit numerically controlled oscillator which is
programmable between 10 bits and 10 megabits per second in one bit steps; an internal,
fixed frequency crystal oscillator which is user selectable between 10 megabits and 20
megabits per second; and, an external clock input. One of these sources is selected and
four clock phases (0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees) are generated. The clock signals are used
by the serial output logic and made available to the rear panel.



END-TO-END SIMULATION

In a typical end-to-end simulation of a telemetry ground station, the simulator would be
programmed to generate a stream as close as possible to the real data. By using the
available substructures, function generators, and sufficient unique word values, virtually all
of the decommutation and preprocessing circuitry can be exercised. The proper choice of
functions and special word values will also allow the data displays to be verified. In
addition, the integral version of the simulator can be automatically setup based on the
decommutator parameters, which greatly simplifies simulator programming and helps to
validate the data base.

Testing of the decommutator synchronization strategies can be accomplished by using the
dynamic data update feature or the format switching capability to simulate bit errors, bit
slips, data perturbations, etc. The FPPs could be used to place data into the output stream
via the CVT and compare the incoming data from the decommutator for closed loop
testing.

DYNAMIC SYSTEM SIMULATION

Another application of the simulator is in simulating a complete system. In this case, one
or more FPPs, or a host computer, would be programmed with several application models
or scenarios. There is usually one model for each major subsystem. The models are
updated approximately 25-50 times per second. These computations are usually done in
engineering unit format. The output of the models must therefore be processed through
another algorithm on an FPP which converts engineering unit data to raw PCM data. This
data would then be placed into the simulator’s CVT via the MUXbus. The resulting data
stream from the simulator would represent a dynamic simulation of the actual telemetry
stream.

CONCLUSION

End-to-end system test and simulation are now possible, even for complex telemetry
formats, using the new simulator product described in this paper. This will allow users to
concentrate on developmental and operational testing of their vehicles with complete
confidence in the telemetry ground station.
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